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This book, entitled "How to Fly like an Eagle," is a
motivational book written by the author in French,
Spanish, and English to help people learn the
techniques and to get the skills to help them to fly to
the top like that bird of prey which is the eagle. In
this book, the readers will learn how to overcome
obstacles and to cultivate the fruit of persistence
which is an essential factor in the process of
transformation of desire into its monetary equivalent.
The basis of persistence is the power of will. When
this power and desire combine correctly, they form
an irresistible combination, the perfect one to help
you overcome your failures. There are four simple
steps which lead to the habit of persistence. This
does not require a large amount of intelligence or a
special education, but time and minimal effort. The
four steps are as follows: 1- A target set backed by a
burning desire to achieve it. 2- A definite plan,
expressed in continuous action. 3- A closed mind to
any negative influence (including negative
suggestions of relatives, friends and others). 4- A
harmonious agreement with one or more persons,
able to lead someone to go forward with the plan
and with the goal. These four steps are essential for
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success in all areas of life. These are the steps with
which you can control your economic destiny. These
are the steps that lead to freedom and independence
of thought, that convert dreams into reality. These
are the steps that lead to the domination of fear,
discouragement and indifference. I do not know the
situation you are facing currently, maybe you are in a
wheelchair, or in a hospital bed and without any
hope of survival, maybe you're on the verge of
divorce, or you are unable to complete your
schooling or university, or find a job. You can now be
crawling like a snake or you have broken wings
preventing you from being able to fly like an eagle,
but one thing is certain, regardless of your economic,
family, health situation you can have a better life,
develop your potential and fly as high as the eagle
above any obstacles or constraints you are facing
right now. Of course, this will be possible if you apply
the principles to be taught in this book. I testify to
you with all my heart that this book has the power to
transform the lives of people from nothing to
excellence, from the dust of the ground to the top of
success. I promise you if you read it, and put the
principles into practice, your life will be completely
blessed!
“One of the most up to date, relevant, and honest
accounts of one family’s battle with the life
threatening challenges of anorexia. Brown has
masterfully woven science, history, and heart
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throughout this compelling and tender story.” —Lynn
S. Grefe, Chief Executive Officer, National Eating
Disorders Association “As a woman who once knew
the grip of a life-controlling eating disorder, I held my
breath reading Harriet Brown’s story. As a mother of
daughters, I wept for her. Then cheered.” —Joyce
Maynard, author of Labor Day In Brave Girl Eating,
the chronicle of a family’s struggle with anorexia
nervosa, journalist, professor, and author Harriet
Brown recounts in mesmerizing and horrifying detail
her daughter Kitty’s journey from near-starvation to
renewed health. Brave Girl Eating is an intimate,
shocking, compelling, and ultimately uplifting look at
the ravages of a mental illness that affects more than
18 million Americans.
As someone who has faced obstacles throughout
her life, Sade Burrell has been an example of what it
means to defeat all odds. As a survivor of the foster
care system, Burrell has managed to receive her
Bachelors in Social Work from San Diego State
University and a Masters in Social Work from the
University of Southern California. Burrell is an
exceptional leader in her community and has
contributed great effort towards improving the
likelihood of underprivileged youth obtaining a higher
education. As an advocate for seeing others reach
their greatest potential, Burrell founded an
organization named Stand For Something. Stand For
Something's goal is to help individuals learn more
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about who they are and what assets they have that
will contribute to the greater good of society. With
the support of family and friends, Burrell continues to
prove that with hard work and dedication anything is
possible. What Are You Reaching For? - Identify
your aspirations by challenging yourself to reach for
goals that are attainable, sustainable and retainable.
- Live and accept your purpose while overcoming
obstacles. - Build meaningful connections with likeminded people. - Use your worst days to create your
best days by moving forward and using the power of
forgiveness.
2013 GOLD MEDAL WINNER: Reader's Favorite
International Book Award for Christian Romance.
The Missing Piece by international bestselling author
Carol McCormick. "Fresh dialogue, realistic
characters, a powerful message. McCormick does a
great job creating her characters and portraying the
struggles they endure," The Romance Readers
Connection How does a man pick up the pieces
when his world crashes around him? Misplaced
priorities shattered his marriage. Problems almost
crushed him. Love motivated him to mend the
damage, once he found all the pieces. After only a
few months of marriage, Lorraine left Dylan on a
wintry night after he'd spent one too many nights out
with the guys. Unable to cope with the loss, Dylan
escapes the painful feelings by drinking them away.
This decision costs him a year-and-a-half of his life
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after he stops in a little mountain town and ends up
in the local jail. When he's released, he returns home
in search of a job to get his life...and his wife back.
The Missing Piece is not only a love story about a
man who loves a woman, but is also a love story
about a merciful God who loves mankind, even when
he falls. The novel is an emotionally-charged journey
of hope and redemption with a touch of spunk, a hint
of humor, and a few twists along the way.
Getting a child through an eating disorder can be
challenging. In this book 20 families from across the
UK talk frankly to Bev Mattocks (author of Please
Eat) about the effect that anorexia had on their lives.
(With a Foreword by Professor Janet Treasure, OBE
PhD FRCP FRCPsych.) Not only do these families
want to help other parents understand this complex
illness and demand prompt and effective treatment
for their child, they also want to provide healthcare
professionals with a unique insight into what goes
on, at home, beyond the confines of the consulting
room as families battle with the eating disorder 24/7.
Of course with such a complex illness and widely
differing personal circumstances, each story is
different. Nonetheless there are overlaps that many
families will identify with. By describing their
experiences, these brave families want to help
others to identify the warning signs, get help and
read about the tools and coping strategies they
found most helpful on the journey to recovery.
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Some of today's leading women writers speak out on
the subject of weight and the obsession with body
image in a collection of essays that includes Caroline
Leavitt's writings on eating and grief, Whitney Otto
on having a mother who was a Weight Watchers
lecturer, and works by Joyce Maynard, Laurie
Notaro, Ann Hood, Kate Harding, and others.
Original. 30,000 first printing.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Over two
million copies sold! “Packed with incredible insight
about what it means to be a woman today.”—Reese
Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club Pick) In her most
revealing and powerful memoir yet, the activist,
speaker, bestselling author, and “patron saint of
female empowerment” (People) explores the joy and
peace we discover when we stop striving to meet
others’ expectations and start trusting the voice
deep within us. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY O: The Oprah Magazine
• The Washington Post • Cosmopolitan • Marie
Claire • Bloomberg • Parade • “Untamed will
liberate women—emotionally, spiritually, and
physically. It is phenomenal.”—Elizabeth Gilbert,
author of City of Girls and Eat Pray Love This is how
you find yourself. There is a voice of longing inside
each woman. We strive so mightily to be good: good
partners, daughters, mothers, employees, and
friends. We hope all this striving will make us feel
alive. Instead, it leaves us feeling weary, stuck,
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overwhelmed, and underwhelmed. We look at our
lives and wonder: Wasn’t it all supposed to be more
beautiful than this? We quickly silence that question,
telling ourselves to be grateful, hiding our
discontent—even from ourselves. For many years,
Glennon Doyle denied her own discontent. Then,
while speaking at a conference, she looked at a
woman across the room and fell instantly in love.
Three words flooded her mind: There She Is. At first,
Glennon assumed these words came to her from on
high. But she soon realized they had come to her
from within. This was her own voice—the one she had
buried beneath decades of numbing addictions,
cultural conditioning, and institutional allegiances.
This was the voice of the girl she had been before
the world told her who to be. Glennon decided to quit
abandoning herself and to instead abandon the
world’s expectations of her. She quit being good so
she could be free. She quit pleasing and started
living. Soulful and uproarious, forceful and tender,
Untamed is both an intimate memoir and a
galvanizing wake-up call. It is the story of how one
woman learned that a responsible mother is not one
who slowly dies for her children, but one who shows
them how to fully live. It is the story of navigating
divorce, forming a new blended family, and
discovering that the brokenness or wholeness of a
family depends not on its structure but on each
member’s ability to bring her full self to the table.
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And it is the story of how each of us can begin to
trust ourselves enough to set boundaries, make
peace with our bodies, honor our anger and
heartbreak, and unleash our truest, wildest instincts
so that we become women who can finally look at
ourselves and say: There She Is. Untamed shows us
how to be brave. As Glennon insists: The braver we
are, the luckier we get.
Over the past twenty-five years, our quest for
thinness has morphed into a relentless obsession
with weight and body image. In our culture, "fat" has
become a four-letter word. Or, as Lance Armstrong
said to the wife of a former teammate, "I called you
crazy. I called you a bitch. But I never called you fat."
How did we get to this place where the worst insult
you can hurl at someone is "fat"? Where women and
girls (and increasingly men and boys) will diet,
purge, overeat, undereat, and berate themselves
and others, all in the name of being thin? As a
science journalist, Harriet Brown has explored this
collective longing and fixation from an objective
perspective; as a mother, wife, and woman with
"weight issues," she has struggled to understand it
on a personal level. Now, in Body of Truth, Brown
systematically unpacks what's been offered as
"truth" about weight and health. Starting with the four
biggest lies, Brown shows how research has been
manipulated; how the medical profession is complicit
in keeping us in the dark; how big pharma and big,
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empty promises equal big, big dollars; how much of
what we know (or think we know) about health and
weight is wrong. And how all of those affect all of us
every day, whether we know it or not. The quest for
health and wellness has never been more urgent,
yet most of us continue to buy into fad diets and
unattainable body ideals, unaware of the damage
we're doing to ourselves. Through interviews,
research, and her own experience, Brown not only
gives us the real story on weight, health, and beauty,
but also offers concrete suggestions for how each of
us can sort through the lies and misconceptions and
make peace with and for ourselves.
Bullying. Homelessness. Abortion. Human trafficking. It
doesn't take much searching to discover that there are a
lot of things wrong in our world today. What could one
person possibly do about all these issues? In I Dare You,
Isabella Morganthal dares you to step out and make a
difference in the world for Jesus Christ. She helps you
dig deep and discover your passion, while encouraging
you to do something about it. This is a dare to give
everything you have to Jesus and watch Him do amazing
things with your life. This is a dare to make your life
count.This is a dare to change your world.
The story of a young anorexic, Kessa, as she is released
from the hospital and must confront her innermost fears
without reverting to her old patterns of self-denial and
rigid control
Explains the kind of communication problems that can
happen between someone suffering from an eating
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disorder and their caretakers, physicians, and
counselors.
Life is indeed a game that we all play to pass time;
simply a series of days strung together, made up of how
you planned or decided to spend the moments. Like any
game how well it is played or whether life's
circumstances are interpreted accurately, then used to
the best advantage, makes losers and winners to varying
degrees. Senseless insanity is alive and well within the
world. The world is awash with unruly forces, that if not
intent upon harming you do desire to become a
destabilising force, either temporarily or over the long
term. We are all participants in a charade, how life
evolves and turns out all depend on how well the game
is played. It is not wise or ideal to treat life like a game of
chance, a random roll of the dice that can determine
unpredictable outcomes. The cost of success is the
careful application of well thought out concepts and
ideas. Like any game preparation is critical;
understanding the rules, knowing how to manipulate the
dynamics at play efficiently to ones own advantage,
understanding the intricacies of the rules and how to
capitalise upon or create opportunities, pursuing
whatever circumstances are present to maximise
whatever potential exists to the best advantage. The
potential opportunities in life are only limited by the
inability to firstly comprehend them and secondly to fully
utilise personal abilities to maximise the potential that is
available. Don't wait for special times to evolve, rather
create them in accordance with your true desires to
experience what you wish to make real. Much like any
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game, the game of life has things that can be obtained,
or things that can be lost. How the game is played, the
value of the stakes, the opposing factions all come to
dictate an outcome, be that favourable or lacking any
resemblance of being lucky. A life lived based upon any
reliance on luck or fate being favourable is tempting only
to the over optimistic, or those extremely lucky ones or
who were fortunate in the past and believe that good
fortune will continue in the future. While it takes
resources to control the world, the control of your own
specific world environment is really within your potential
to achieve. How you choose to control your world, as
well as to what extent your desires are put into action,
determine whether your life will meet your wishes or not.
The amount of thought and energy you exhort, the
persistence of that effort, all comes to determine whether
and to what degree what you want is what you actually
get. In life you may win or loose at times, it's basically
just like playing a game; the right mentality is chancing
the wheel of life by trusting and ensuring you will win just
the same.
Morgan Menzie takes readers through a harrowing but
ultimately hopeful and inspiring account of her eating
disorder. Her amazing story is told through the journals
she kept during her daily struggle with this addiction and
disease. Her triumphs and tragedies all unfold together
in this beautiful story of God's grace. Features include:
daily eating schedule, journal entries, prayers to God,
poems, and what she wished she knew at the time. It's
the true story of victory over a disease that is killing
America's youth.
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Prisoner of the Mind - Spiritual Self-Improvement
Personal Development We have the largest prison
population in the world in America today, but how many
men and women were locked up in their minds before
they got to prison? Prisoner of the Mind by Jeff Hairston
is much more than a self improvement book- it's a
personal development tool that can help you overcome
your fears and FINALLY live your life as God intended.
"Prisoner of the Mind" by Jeff Hairston is a thought
provoking book aimed at helping you find a spiritual
balance in life and to break free of the prison of negative
thoughts and emotions that your mind has created over
the years. Jeff artfully guides you through the many
aspects of life that plague our minds today intertwining
important lessons with examples from his own life story.
Fear is one of the most important emotions when
experienced in the right way. It can help us in life
threatening situations by keeping our mind on high alert.
but what happens when fear comes into contact with the
ego? That very same fear that is there to save you can
also stop you from living a normal, healthy life -and in
some cases even kill you! It's all about using the fear to
your advantage and being consistent and persistent
against it. Many of the issues plaguing our mind are
created by past life events that are left unresolved.
"Prisoner of the Mind" asks the important spiritual
questions and expertly tackles negative personal issues
to help you better understand and overcome the prison
that your own mind had created. Break free from the
personal prison that your own mind created - order your
copy of "Prisoner of the Mind" by Jeff Hairston today!
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Bright, popular and a star on the rugby pitch, 15 year old
Ben had everything he could want. But then food-loving
Ben began to systematically starve himself. At the same
time his urge to exercise became extreme. In a matter of
months Ben lost one quarter of his bodyweight as he
plunged into anorexia nervosa, an illness that threatened
to destroy him. Please eat... A mother’s struggle to free
her teenage son from anorexia is his mother’s heartbreaking yet inspirational account of how she watched
helplessly as her son transformed into someone she
didn’t recognise, physically and mentally. It also
describes how, with the help of his parents and therapist,
and through his own determination, Ben slowly began to
recover and re-build his life.
The Animals Know It is a book designed to remind
children of their empowered state of being. Complete
with wisdom from the animals--and bright, colourful
images and colouring sheets to trigger the
imagination--this book will entertain and delight. "Focus
on your heart, listen to your body and act with love. The
animals remember this, it is why they are almost always
kind and patient. Animals enjoy everything they do, they
remind you to be in the mystery of the moment. The
animals know it is wise and right to follow your dreams
and fly." The Animals Know It also includes the very
special 'I AM A Butterfly' workshop plan for families to
enjoy together and I AM NOT a Caterpillar' bonus
sections to bring an unforgettable message of personal
intuition, awareness of spirit and connection to the world
around them. Praise for The Animals Know It "I love this
book because it males me feel SUPER. I also really,
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really really love yellow dogs, polar bears and unicorns!"
-Amora, age 7 "I liked the pictures, especially the baby
seal. I also liked the peacock, the baby birds and the
butterfly. It was a very good book!" -Helani, age 10 "A
very motivational book with cool art." -Joey, age 13 "The
Animals Know It is a wonderful and inspiring book. It is
so cosy, something I'd like to read under the blankets on
a rainy day. The movement between the beautiful
images and the words is warm and sweet, I think this is a
book for all ages." -Daisy, age 17

Why would a talented young woman enter into a
torrid affair with hunger, drugs, sex, and death?
Through five lengthy hospital stays, endless therapy,
and the loss of family, friends, jobs, and all sense of
what it means to be "normal," Marya Hornbacher
lovingly embraced her anorexia and bulimia -- until a
particularly horrifying bout with the disease in college
put the romance of wasting away to rest forever. A
vivid, honest, and emotionally wrenching memoir,
Wasted is the story of one woman's travels to
reality's darker side -- and her decision to find her
way back on her own terms.
How much do we know ourselves is critically very
important and perhaps very essential. Life we do
face many curves up and down while in course of
life. Marriage, becoming parent, life traumas and
recoveries, retiring from jobs, empty nest, loss of
relations, death of beloved. So yes various
experiences... We get tired sometimes and
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immediately ask a question "why me?," but do
remember the universe is not short of any wakeup
calls we are just very quick in reactions. The four
elements of life Air, Water, Earth, Fire are the only
truth which than render the whole meaning of being
as a human. Are we authentic? Are we living in
courage? Are we kind and in patience? Are we
grateful? How we face life and respond to life is all
that matters. Elements of Life explores the options
and choices which will help you to live more in tune
with what you want from life. Motivational chapters
simple questions based on elements of life - air, fire,
water and earth providing simple strategies of life
help you to live in harmony with yourself, others and
the world, enhancing you to be true to your values
and to interact with others while being In more
patience. To do otherwise is to foster discontentment
and unhappiness, but everyone wants to be in peace
and lead a happy life in the end of the day. Living in
moderation balancing all the elements of being
authentic, being in peace, being grateful, being a
little more compassionate can improve the very
purpose of being in this awesome life.
Your answer is always within your question. Dr.
Fuller teaches you to ask the right question for your
diet & body image success.
Travel with Olympic gold medalist Jessie Diggins on
her compelling journey from America’s heartland to
international sports history, navigating challenges
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and triumphs with rugged grit and a splash of glitter
Pyeongchang, February 21, 2018. In the nerveracking final seconds of the women’s team sprint
freestyle race, Jessie Diggins dug deep. Blowing
past two of the best sprinters in the world, she
stretched her ski boot across the finish line and
lunged straight into Olympic immortality: the first
ever cross-country skiing gold medal for the United
States at the Winter Games. The 26-year-old
Diggins, a four-time World Championship medalist,
was literally a world away from the small town of
Afton, Minnesota, where she first strapped on skis.
Yet, for all her history-making achievements, she
had never strayed far from the scrappy 12-year-old
who had insisted on portaging her own canoe
through the wilderness, yelling happily under the
unwieldy weight on her shoulders: “Look! I’m doing
it!” In Brave Enough, Jessie Diggins reveals the true
story of her journey from the American Midwest into
sports history. With candid charm and characteristic
grit, she connects the dots from her free-spirited
upbringing in the woods of Minnesota to racing in the
bright spotlights of the Olympics. Going far beyond
stories of races and ribbons, she describes the
challenges and frustrations of becoming a serious
athlete; learning how to push through and beyond
physical and psychological limits; and the intense
pressure of competing at the highest levels. She
openly shares her harrowing struggle with bulimia,
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recounting both the adversity and how she healed
from it in order to bring hope and understanding to
others experiencing eating disorders. Between
thrilling accounts of moments of triumph, Diggins
shows the determination it takes to get there—the
struggles and disappointments, the fun and the hard
work, and the importance of listening to that small,
fierce voice: I can do it. I am brave enough.
Mothers and daughters share, and want, a bond for
life—one that can remain positive and grow stronger
with each passing year. Sil and Eliza Reynolds have
designed a set of tools to assist you in nurturing that
bond. If you're locked in a clash of wills or fear the
prospect of getting into one, with Mothering and
Daughtering you can learn how to build the
foundation for a deep and lasting relationship that is
a source of support, joy, and love throughout your
lives. Offering you two breakthrough guides in one,
Mothering and Daughtering was created to help you
find and protect the unique treasure that is your
relationship. For moms, Sil addresses the central
task of stopping the cycle of separation and anxiety
that plagues so many, drawing on her clinical
expertise to nurture the skills of listening, boundary
setting, mirroring, containing, and more. Turn the
book over, and Eliza shares empowering advice to
teens looking to keep it real with Mom while also
finding strength in their own intuition, friendships,
and dreams. Packed with practical exercises,
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activities, and lifesaving insights gleaned from Sil
and Eliza's workshops, Mothering and Daughtering
explores these essential topics and more: Your best
friend known as your intuition Navigating the
treacherous territories of comparison, performance,
and perfectionism Dispelling the rejection myth Sex,
positive discipline, and how to prevent a
technological take-over Winning the body love battle
Healing your emotional legacy Humor, truth, trust,
and love—instead of trying to be perfect Repairing
ruptures and getting to the bottom of
misunderstandings Locating your fundamental bond
that always connects you beneath your daily
squabbles “No one, nowhere, connects just like
you,” write Sil and Eliza. Whether you are already
thriving in your relationship or merely surviving,
Mothering and Daughtering is an indispensable
resource to honor and strengthen that one-of-a-kind
connection through the years ahead.
The instant #1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller "A
must read for anyone hoping to live a creative life... I
dare you not to be inspired to be brave, to be free,
and to be curious.” —PopSugar From the worldwide
bestselling author of Eat Pray Love and City of Girls:
the path to the vibrant, fulfilling life you’ve dreamed
of. Readers of all ages and walks of life have drawn
inspiration and empowerment from Elizabeth
Gilbert’s books for years. Now this beloved author
digs deep into her own generative process to share
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her wisdom and unique perspective about creativity.
With profound empathy and radiant generosity, she
offers potent insights into the mysterious nature of
inspiration. She asks us to embrace our curiosity and
let go of needless suffering. She shows us how to
tackle what we most love, and how to face down
what we most fear. She discusses the attitudes,
approaches, and habits we need in order to live our
most creative lives. Balancing between soulful
spirituality and cheerful pragmatism, Gilbert
encourages us to uncover the “strange jewels” that
are hidden within each of us. Whether we are
looking to write a book, make art, find new ways to
address challenges in our work, embark on a dream
long deferred, or simply infuse our everyday lives
with more mindfulness and passion, Big Magic
cracks open a world of wonder and joy.
GREAT GIFT IDEAS - COLOURING BOOKS FOR
GROWN-UPS This incredible Adult Coloring Book
by best-selling artist This book is the perfect way to
relieve stress and while enjoying beautiful and highly
detailed images. Product Details: Printed single
sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring
mediums High quality paper Large Size format 8.5" x
11.0" pages
Millions of families are affected by eating disorders,
which usually strike young women between the ages
of fourteen and twenty. But current medical practice
ties these families' hands when it comes to helping
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their children recover. Conventional medical wisdom
dictates separating the patient from the family and
insists that 'it's not about the food', even as a family
watches a child waste away before their eyes. In
BRAVE GIRL EATING Harriet Brown describes how
her family, with the support of an open-minded
paediatrician and a therapist, helped her daughter
recover from anorexia using a family-based
treatment developed at the Maudsley Hospital in
London. Chronicling her daughter Kitty's illness from
the earliest warning signs, through its terrifying
progression, and on toward recovery, Brown takes
us on one family's journey into the world of anorexia
nervosa, where starvation threatened her daughter's
body and mind. BRAVE GIRL EATING is essential
reading for families and professionals alike, a
guiding light for anyone who's coping with this
devastating disease.
Are you struggling with Family Based Treatment? Family
Based Treatment (FBT) is viewed as the gold standard in
treating adolescent Anorexia Nervosa and it currently
produces the best evidence-based outcomes. However, the
treatment is intensive and many parents commence
unprepared despite their courage and willingness to take on
the task of refeeding their ill child to health. Parents have
desperately asked for more information to help them
understand anorexia's grip on their child and to survive the
intensity of the treatment. This book was written to give these
parents the tools to help them "see it through" to the end. This
"skills-based manual" clearly explains the treatment, providing
invaluable information to help parents through each
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component. It outlines the obstacles and all the anorexic
behaviors that will impede treatment and recovery. The aim of
this manual is to ensure parents remain one step ahead of
anorexia and that they "hit the ground running." This book is a
valuable resource for parents commencing FBT and for
parents struggling during treatment. It offers clear, practical
advice and empowers parents to confront whatever the illness
throws at them. It is also an important resource for clinicians
and will help them guide their families through treatment.
“A solid resource for parents and educators” (Kirkus
Reviews), Brave Girls is an empowering guide to cultivating
confident, passionate, and powerful young leaders during the
most formative stage of life: the middle school years. After
years of research as a psychologist and consultant for women
struggling in the professional world, Stacey Radin made a
groundbreaking realization: women who become successful
leaders learn how to do so in the middle grades—the most
formative stage in a girl’s development and self-identification.
Drawing on her own experience with Unleashed, an afterschool program dedicated to empowering girls through puppy
rescue, Radin has written Brave Girls—the ultimate guidebook
for anyone who wants to help girls become confident,
passionate, and powerful leaders. At a pivotal time in their
lives, girls learn to advocate for others, think critically, and,
most importantly, gain confidence in their ability to create
change. Perfect for “anyone concerned with girls and
women’s lives” (New York Times bestselling author Michael
Gurian), Brave Girls shows how contributing to one cause can
shape a leader for life while reducing the hazards of middle
school—bullying, excessive competition, fear of speaking
out—and identifying the patterns that truly make a difference. If
we take initiative early enough, we can inspire today’s girls to
become the next generation of strong, enthusiastic, and
fulfilled leaders in all areas of society.
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Tommy Biped (B-eye-ped)and his dog Buddy are off on
another adventure. Join the wildlife on Jarvis Lake as they
capture a prowler and save the Bipeds. All your favorites are
back, Princess kali of the Felines, Phil and Adel Phia the
Eagles, Harrelson the King Fisher, Little Bird the
Hummingbird and Aaliyah and Alexis the Swan Sisters.
Buddy The Brave is the second in the Jarvis Lake series. Be
watching for Queen Kili of the Felines!
When the author's mother died he discovered over 200 letters
in a shoe box that his father had written to her during their
separation during World War II. Captain Lashley was
stationed first at a hospital in England as a supply officer and
then as the commander of a prisoner of war camp in France.
During those months his letters tell of the events of his life.
Some are boring and seem to be of little consequence, others
are filled with emotional turmoil. Rene Lashley, his wife, has
his fourth child while he is away, moves in with her mother
and sister and raises her other three children. Kirk, the
second son, is puzzled by what is happening, but continues
doing those things a normal child does. The book is an effort
to show the common, everyday concerns of all the family
members in what is an unprecedented time in the life of the
family and the world. The story is told through the voices of
the soldier, the mom, and the child.
Pulled from a wide variety of inspirational moments, Table
Scraps is a compilation of poems that captures the
heartache, hope, and imagination of author William D.
Shumate's journey through life. Whether it's the love of a
beautiful woman, the grief of losing a parent, or the simple joy
of walking by a sea at night, these poems speak to the
common human condition and remind us that we are all in
this together. With subheadings like "Heartache Hope &
Understanding," "The Aftermath and Gradual Recovery,"
"Learning to Live Again," "Love," and "Daughters," these
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lyrical verses capture the ordinary moments in life, as well as
the most painful ones, using rich metaphors to speak to the
larger issues we all face. But despite the occasional dark
subject matter, these poems are woven together with the
common theme that life's trials can be overcome with faith,
hope, and love. Filled with beautiful imagery, heart-wrenching
honesty, and sobering insights, this collection is sure to bring
a smile, a tear...and the reminder that love should be
cherished every day.
WEEKLY PLANNER | GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR LIFE
"Think of a ship with the complete voyage mapped out and
planned. The captain and crew know exactly where the ship
is going and how long it will take - it has a definite goal. And
9,999 times out of 10,000, it will get there. Now let's take
another ship and just like the first and only let's not put a crew
on it, or a captain at the helm. Let's give it no aiming point, no
goal, and no destination. We just start the engines and let it
go. I think you'll agree that if it gets out of the harbor at all, it
will either sink or wind up on some deserted beach and a
derelict. It can't go anyplace because it has no destination
and no guidance. It's the same with a human being." ~ Earl
Nightingale If you seek better organization you're sailing in
the right direction. This no nonsense organizer is a great way
to collect your thoughts and plan for the days activities. This
means you'll be prepared for the days activities and more
successful in your efforts. Imagine using the Be A Pineapple
Undated Weekly Planner and organizer to map out and plan
your voyage through life! How would your life improve from
from having better direction? Stop wandering aimlessly
through life. Start on a course of happiness and
accomplishment now! Task Lists Because you want the most
out of life, you need to optimize your time and activities. Plan
your week out and layout important meetings and events in a
weekly calendar. Once you are organized, excuses become a
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thing of the past. Record and keep track of weekly
accomplishments to make sure you're on top of your game
delivering when it counts. 56 Week Undated Planner
Contains space for 56 weeks worth of activities. Dates are left
blank so you can fill in as needed. 2017 and 2018 calendars
are provided to assist with key dates and long-term planning.
Habit Tracker for Self-Improvement Now that you're
conquering the world, you need to make sure to take care of
yourself with daily reminders to take care of yourself and
develop good habits. Track habits relating to mental and
physical health, self-improvement or relationship building.
Also includes a link to download a free PDF version of our
monthly habit tracker. Notes Each week has a space for
recording notes or inspirations. Or, use this space for
journaling to clear your mind and unleash your creativity.
Journaling evokes mindfulness. Increased mindfulness
means a greater sense of well being along with improved
physical mental health. This leads to reduced depression,
anxiety, and stress. How will you benefit from a greater state
of mindfulness you achieve from journaling in the Be A
Pineapple Undated Weekly Planner? The Perfect Gift Buy
one for yourself and give one to a friend who needs to "Be
Sweet and Get Their Stuff Together!" What Really Matters?
Think about how important things gets done. Whether you're
building a bridge or sending someone into space...the stuff
that really matters gets organized and planned! Your life is no
different. Stop limiting yourself and start becoming someone
who matters by using the Be A Pineapple Undated Weekly
Planner today. Because you matter! Buy Now, and Begin
Organizing Your Life Today With This Great Organizer and
Planner. Click the Buy button at the top of the page to begin.
A perfect melding of memoir, self-help, and workbook, Brave
Girl Healing gives readers an intimate look into one woman's
journey of reclaiming her life from an eating disorder,
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depression, anxiety, and PTSD, while also sharing practical
exercises and suggestions for how others can find their own
paths to healing. Colleen M. Werner is a mental health
advocate, public speaker, eating disorder recovery coach,
and eating disorder therapist-in-training. Her personal
experiences with anorexia nervosa, major depressive
disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, and PTSD led her to
want to turn her struggles around to both inspire and help
others in similar situations. COVER PHOTO & AUTHOR
PHOTO BY CRISTALYN ROSARIO AND JOEL UMANZOR
When entrepreneur Len Forkas learned that his nine-year-old
son had leukemia, his own life changed forever. In 2003, Len
founded Hopecam, a nonprofit that uses technology to
connect young cancer patients with their friends at school.
Ten years later, Len's fight against childhood cancer rose to a
new level. He qualified as a solo competitor in Race Across
America, a 3,000-mile bicycle race that traverses scorching
deserts and 11,000-foot mountain elevations. As Len fought
to finish the race is just 12 days, an all-volunteer crew
supported him around the clock. What Spins the Wheel is a
true story about fatherhood and fortitude, business grit and
growth ? and the power of combining the right mission with
the right team to help others.

Layla, a Palestinian woman, witnesses the diaspora of
her family during the war in Palestine in 1948. Torn
between her culture and the western way of life, Layla
chases a dream of love and independence. Her journey
takes her around the world, ending with a dramatic love
story with a Jewish American man. Out of Reach is a
compelling story of an independent woman who learns
the harsh lessons of her life through marriage, romance,
loss and deceit.
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and
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love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness
everywhere you go.
"Buy the "Reset: Control, Alt, Delete" paperback and
download the eBook for only $0.99 - 0.64." Learn how to
rise from the ashes of defeat. Get self-help, Embrace
positive thinking, Live a happier life, and Find your
destiny. No one can defeat you. You can only defeat
yourself. No one can truly save you. You must save
yourself. There is hope and a way out! Help yourself by
reading Reset: Control, Alt, Delete find answers and
change your life for the better. RESET: Control, Alt,
Delete, unlike other self-help books is written specifically
to help you to find the encouragement, strength, and
personal growth that you will need to change your
perspective with positive thinking so you can live a
hopeful life that creates a path allowing you to find your
destiny. Take action by getting yourself a copy of Brian's
book. You will be so grateful you did! "Tags: self help,
positive thinking, self-help books, self-help happiness,
personal growth book, self-help books, depression""
A groundbreaking coloring book to build a boy's
confidence, creativity and spirit I Am Kind, Confident &
Brave is the inspirational new coloring book that explores
what it is to be Strong, Smart, Respectful, Determined,
Kind, Thankful, Creative, Hard-Working and so much
more. It uses the science of positive psychology to help
the child focus on their strengths, good character and
positive attributes, which in turn shapes their future in a
positive direction. It has been shown to: ? Boost selfesteem ? Teach positive focus ? Cultivate optimism and
confidence ? Foster creativity and expression ? Relieve
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stress and reverse negativity FEATURES 25 pages of
inspiring drawings. Each page helps to reinforce a
particular strength, such as 'I am Patient', 'I am Brave', 'I
am Smart' and 'I am Determined'. Hours of fun. With
hundreds of different illustrations, the child has so much
to explore and color. Positive and educational. This
unique activity book is designed to flood the boy with
positive self-images and beliefs. They get to explore
what it means to be successful, brave, creative and
confident. THE PERFECT GIFT This book is completely
unique so makes for an extra-special gift that will instil
positive values while providing hours of entertainment.
It's the perfect activity book for a toddler, preschooler,
kindergartner or school-aged child from 3-10.
HUNDREDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS TO EXPLORE Here
are just some of the marvellous drawings you will find
inside: bird, cloud, sun, happy face, book, motorcycle,
helicopter, dog, friend, family, cat, skateboard, ice
cream, spaceman, rocket, baseball hat, satellite,
telescope, laptop, truck, car, sneakers, t-shirt, mobile
phone, owl, bear, cupcake, stars, pets, planet, cactus,
monkey, karate practice, ghost, camera, watch, sailing
boat, balloon, rainbow, headphones, superhero, paint,
canvas, binoculars, snowman, castle, music notes - and
so much more!
A science journalist's provocative exploration of how
biology, psychology, media, and culture come together to
shape our ongoing obsession with our bodies, while also
tackling the myths and realities of the "obesity epidemic."
Acclaim: "The language is understated, but quietly
beautiful, and I find myself invested in Jabonkah as she's
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portrayed on the page, not only because of what
happens to her, but because of her view of the world,
sometimes sweet and sometimes shrewd, and always
strong." Rebecca, agent "The story is compelling and the
writing is extremely strong-some of the metaphors are
wonderfully original. Moreover, the author manages to
capture the child's voice perfectly." Valerie, professor
Description: Jabonkah Sackey's only desire in life was to
be like her mother and to be left alone. However, being
born deep in the African bush in 1948, her desires didn't
really matter. Cursed with an abusive father, Jabonkah
was saddled with the plans he had for her. Instead of
being a "stupid bush woman" like her mother, she was
going to learn to obey. But after repeatedly disappointing
and rebelling against her father, he sets forth on a
rampage targeting her mother and nearly beats her to
death. After stepping in to save her mother and scalding
her father with boiling water in the skirmish, Jabonkah's
fate is unfortunately sealed. She is sent to the Society as
punishment, where women from her own tribe perform
the ritual of female circumcision. Six weeks later,
Jabonkah returns home to the continued beatings until
she is eventually disowned and sent away to live with a
missionary by the name of Mother Stevens.
Unfortunately, it's with Mother Stevens that her real
struggle begins. Will Jabonkah escape the oppression
and misery that is ruling her life, or will she succumb to
her depression? Set against the harsh setting of midcentury Africa, Driving the Birds takes readers on a
journey from small villages in Liberia to African missions,
and eventually the United States. With this particular
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backdrop, Jabonkah's story brings many issues to light
that affect countless women around the world. By
documenting the horrible genital mutilation that she
suffers in detail, Driving the Birds aims to bring about
further awareness to an issue that is still prevalent today.
Though the subject matter can be intense and
discouraging at times, Jabonkah uses her faith and an
uncommon personal resiliency to keep the story from
setting into a despondent manner. With true personal
freedom as her goal, Jabonkah is able to overcome
numerous obstacles and a lifetime of hardships in route
to achieving her dreams and ensuring her happiness.
Driving the Birds by Russell Traughber is the uplifting
true story of one woman's courageous journey from a
small village in Liberia to the freedom that America
offers. With unmistakable charm, unwavering
determination, and a truly unique worldview, Jabonkah
enthralls readers with each passing chapter. Her
personal journey and repeated injustices are equal parts
heartbreaking and infuriating. From repeated abuses at
the hands of others and the subjection to female genital
mutilation, Jabonkah's plight provides a window to the
sufferings of less fortunate women around the world.
However, where parts of her story enrage and
discourage, it's her spirit and determination that
ultimately leave readers feeling like they have taken part
in Jabonkah's triumphs as well.
Just Keep Rowing is a self-empowerment book written
by Katie and co-author, Mark Bowles, with 70 life lessons
that parallel the number of days Katie spent alone at sea
rowing across the Atlantic Ocean. The book is a personal
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conversation between you and Katie. During her journey
she learned many vital life lessons from the Atlantic. As
she found out, an ocean is a great teacher of the
meaning of life. Katie became its student, sometimes
reluctantly but often enthusiastically, and she wants to
communicate these lessons because she believes they
can be valuable for everyone. From students to business
executives, and to people just wanting to find new ways
to live life to the fullest, these lessons from the Atlantic
will help you see the world from a new perspective.
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